FS Break Mission Competition Submission

Name: Hayward Air Rally v1.0
Location: California and Oregon
Time of Year: Any, but summer would be best

Aircraft: Any single or multi-engine GA aircraft.

Plot: Fly the Hayward Air Rally course.

The Hayward Air Rally is a GA competition held every year in northern California. In this mission, you’ll be using the skills you’ve learned from the previous FS Break Hamburger flights to pilot your plane from destination to destination using a combination of VOR and IFR flight rules.

The key to this flight is airplane management. The real air rally measures both the elapsed time and fuel consumed enroute from waypoint to waypoint. It takes navigation skill, not just speed to win this mission.

Learn more about the real life air rally at: http://www.hwdairrally.org/index.shtml

Mission results could be posted online either at FS Break or some other website. Various competition brackets could be established based on class of airplane used, etc.

Design Note: As this is a very visual mission, custom scenery will need to be created for each of the waypoints and landmarks.

Reward: Pride in a successful run… and a patch of some sort or another.